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BCA 3Og : Object Oriented Programming Using C++

Time : 3 Hours

Instntcfion : Anstaer all sections.

1. List any two differences between procedure oriented programming and
object oriented programming.

What are the different memory management operators in C++ a

What are the different access specifiers provided for the class
members ?
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SBCTION . A

Answer any ten questions. Each question carries two marks.

4. Write any two differences between constructors and

5. What do you mean by hybrid inheritance ?

6. Define : (a) Base class (b) Derived class

7. What is a pure virtual function ?

8. What is the use of this'pointer ?

9. What are the different types of functions ?

10. What is the use of tellg( ) and tellp( ) functions ?

+1. How do you detect the end of a file ?

12. Write the syntax of getline( ) method.

destructors.
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SECTION - B
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II. Answer any five questions. Each question carries X.O marks. 5x1O=5O

13. (a) ,Explain briefly about default constructots and pdrameterised 5
constructors.

(b) Write a C++ program for shopping list which demonstrates array of 5
o:bjests.

L4. (a) Explain single inheritance and multiple inheritance with suitable
examples.

(b) Explain the concept of operator overloading with an example.

15. Explain in detail all the basic concepts of Object Oriented Programming. 10

16. (a) What is polymorphism ? Explain the two types of polymorphism. 5

(b) Write a C++ program to demonstrate tl,e friend function. 5

17. (a) Explain the different t5rpes of templates. 5

(b) What is an exception ? What are the different exception handling 5
mechanisms ?

18. (a) Explain the concept of an inline function with an example- 
l

(b) What do you mean by 'Pass by value' and 'Pass by reference'in
functions

L9. (a) What is a manipulator ? Write short notes on four pre-defined.
manipulators available in C++.

'.:'@ ' p:rplain the concept of function overriding with an example.

20. Write 
"tr6rt 

notes on :

(a) Binary flles

(b) Error handling in Iiles

{c} Command-line Arguments
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